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If you suffer from rally fever, let this exhaust heal your adventurous soul. 
Inspired by the legendary Dakarian rally raids, engineered in the heart of the Motor Valley having in mind the African 
grueling dunes and sandstorms, SP-1 reinterprets its glorious roots with a modern approach. 
HP Corse knows whst’s what and never fails to challenge, surprise and excite. 
SP-1 is the happy medium between aesthetics and functionalism. On one hand the minimalist appearance convey a sense 
of sobriety and modernity, on the other cutting-edge technology and premium quality materials offer reliability and 
undisputed power. 
With SP-1, refined minimalism and performance are now two sides of the same coin, subliming the riding experience and 
awakening the thirst for adventure of those who keep pushing the limits in search of boundless freedom. 
Oval shaped and ultra light, the Hp Corse SP-1 slip on features a low-thickness titanium or stainless body. Both the short 
version (300 mm) and standard length (350 mm) allow to save every gram of weight possible making this appliance the 
lightest in its class. 
The single exit spout with a generous diameter, synonim of a glorious aural experience, is equipped with a removable db 
killer. 
This trusted companion both on tarmac or along dirty roads is an avid explorer - the reinforced mounting brackets are TIG 
hand-welded as well as all the titanium and AISI 304 stainless steel parts. The insert bushes are CNC machined from solid 
to guarantee impeccable couplings. SP-1 encloses everything is required for a solid and perfect assembly. 
Hp Corse SP-1 Slip-On muffler is available in natural titanium, satinated steel and mat black steel both refined with Hp 
Corse laser-marked logo.  



 

 



 

 

SP-1 SHORT + RALLY LINK PIPE 

FIT WITH ORIGINAL COLLECTOR 

 
SP-1 SHORT TITANIUM + RALLY LINK PIPE Code: REHISP1300LT-AB  

SP-1 SHORT SATINATED STEEL + RALLY LINK PIPE Code: REHISP1300LS-AB  

SP-1 SHORT MAT BLACK STEEL + RALLY LINK PIPE Codice: REHISP1300LC-AB  

 
 

• SP-1 SHORT RALLY Silencer 
• Oval-shaped body lengths 300 mm 
• Casing 0.8 mm thick 
• Molded oval bottoms 
• High quality sound-absorbing material 
• Bracket tig hand made welded 
• Leak-proof rivets 
• HP Corse Laser engraved logo 
• Weight 1600 gr (no DBK no link pipe) 
• DBK removable 
• Only for Race  

 4.900 gr. OEM SIENCER 
 1.900 gr. SP-1 SHORT Titanium + RALLY LINK-PIPE 
 2.200 gr. SP-1 SHORT Stainless + RALLY LINK-PIPE 

Titanium Code: REHISP1300LT-AB  Satinated Steel Code: REHISP1300LS-AB  Mat Black Steel Code: REHISP1300LC-AB  

Titanium Code: REHISP1300LT-AB 



 

 

Less is more, the art of simplicity as ultimate expression of sophistication. A minimalistic yet modern approch for a new breed of exhausts with a no-frills look 
ready to unleash its true essence. Because the very essence of things lays in simplicity. Inspired by the great African rallies and their myth, the new SP-1 has 
been masterminded in the heart of the Motor Valley and reinterprets the past in order to shape the future. An ultra lightweight oval-shaped exhaust featuring a 
minimal round shaped and non welded nozzle which perfectly fits the latest off-road motorcycles. Sturdy in shape and soul, SP-1 comes with a full titanium or 
stainles body, slip on system and removable db killer. The exhaust features TIG handwelded mounting brackets, a machined by solid inlet and HP Corse laser 
engraved logo. Engineered to the be the strongest, SP-1 has been extensively tested at the test bench and on the most demanding tracks. Available in one 
lengths, 300 mm, according to desired mounting position.  

Mat Black Steel Code: REHISP1300LC-AB 



 

 

HAND MADE WELDED 

40 ° NOZZLE  
WITH GREATER BENDED ANGLE  

HAND MADE WELDED 

REMOVABLE DBK 

MOLDED OVAL BOTTOMS 



 

 

LASER ENGRAVED LOGO 

CONICAL OVAL BOTTOMS 

 

                                   40° NOZZLE 

BRACKET TIG  
HAND MADE WELDED 

         RALLY LINK PIPE 

OVAL-SHAPED BODY LENGTHS 
300 MM 

OVAL 
SHAPE 

90 x 120 mm 

LEAK-PROOF RIVETS 

REMOVABLE DBK 



 

 

Titanium Code: REHISP1300LT



 

 

Titanium Code: REHISP1300LT-AB 



 

 

 
 

HP CORSE s.r.l. 
C.F. P.I. 02668231208 

Administrative headquarters and offices 
Via Romitino 11-2, 40055 Castenaso (BOLOGNA) 

 
 
 
 

By Steelform s.r.l. 
C.F. P.I. 01698860309 

Registered office 
Via Max Piccini, 16-33061 RIVIGNANO-TEOR (UD) 

Administrative headquarters and offices 
Via Udine, 60-33061 RIVIGNANO-TEOR (UD) 

 
www.hpcorse.com 
info@hpcorse.com  

commerciale@hpcorse.com 
Tel. +39 0432 822 200  
Fax +39 0432 822 231 

WhatsApp +393290072274 

 
 

Il brand “HPCORSE” e i prodotti presentati nella brochure sono di HPCORSE 
(tutti i diritti sono riservati) 


